
There are three teams in this game. Whenever a team has the puck, they
are on offense trying to score on any net. The other two teams are on
defense and trying to regain possession of the puck and then score.
Progression: Add coaches/players in the zone offensive team can use as
support players at any time. Support players must be used on change of
possession

Key Points

Identify and puck pursuit.

Players at each net with a cone, sticks or anything to allowed players to
change the angle and a pile of pucks. 

PULL - Puck starts on far side of tire, pull puck in toward inside

leg, rotate torso to have hands in front of body and chest square

to target. Can challenge players to keep bottom hand loose to

increase reach while maintaining body position.

PUSH - Player starts with the same pull as before, then stop the

puck on the forehand by popping top hand out. Then push the

back back to the far side to release. Weight should load up on

the outside leg as the puck is pulled in, and then to the inside leg

as the puck is pushed out.

EBERLE - Perform a FH (forehand) fake my pushing the puck to

the far side of tire, and then pulling back on the BH back to the

near side of tire for release.

Key Points

Eliminating the spin on the puck

The position of the puck is crucial, pulling or pushing the puck

into a shooting position in relation to the body, allows for

balance and maximum power on the shot.

Players should have awareness in the offensive zone at all times

of where the net is located.  They should look to the shot lane

their adjustment creates on the defender, and not focus on the

location of the net.

Deception into it. You can always fake it, faking the angle

(keeping your blade open) or pushing the puck shooting if you

are coming from the outside to the inside.

HCF 14U Week 8- FC

Theme- Forecheck. Positioning on FC (where to be)

Coomey 2v2v2 8 mins

Changing the Angle - Push Pull Shooting 8 mins



F & D line in each corner - on goal line.

RW on right side, LW on left side

Alternating sides - Forwards skate towards blue line with puck.

Defence mirrors the forward skating. Try to stay “connected”.

At or above face-off dot…Forward should ‘cutback’ turning

towards wall. Quick shot – or attack net.

FOCUS:

Protect puck.

Box hands. Top elbow up – DO NOT CROSS HANDS on

cutback.

Athletic position. Explode out of turn. Protect puck.   

Quick release on shot – no dust.

Coach marks out 4 "safe areas" (can be with cones, or just make an X on
the ice). Players play 2v2 in zone and try to make passes to their
teammates in the safe areas. Coaches will need to introduce pucks
whenever one goes out of play. Every time they complete a pass that
team gets a point, compete for 30ish seconds and keep score for who
wins. Team can maintain possession for as long as they want in the
playing area.
Progressions:

Add obstacles in the playing area

Change up playing style, 1v1, 2v2, 3v3

Add a goalie, after X many passes team can shoot on goal

Key Points

Heads up playing

Moving to open ice, minimize standing around.

Drill starts on movement, when they pivot backwards 1 dumps
the puck in and 2 attacks the defending player looking to create
separation and 1 skates in looking for the puck both are attacking
the net on the turnover

Key Points

First player in is looking to make a play on the puck (older

players separate body from the puck, younger to angle

properly)

John Riley - WS Cutback Attack 8 mins

Four Corner Possession 8 mins

2 for a turnover 8 mins
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On one side of the zone  are on offense and  , reversed on the
other side. One side starts on offense, if they score coach spots them
another puck. When the defenders steal the puck, they must make an
outlet pass to one of their teammates on the other side of the ice.
Defending team must stay within the circle until the transition pass is
made. One the play transitions to the other side, new players enter. 

Key Points

Move to receive puck on forehand, move to be a good passing

option to teammates

Forecheck hard! Get and maintain possession of the puck

Players start below the nets on opposite sides of the zone. Three
players from one team  take the puck and skate behind the far net.
The puck must get behind the net but all three players don't have to go
around the net but must go below the imaginary goal line. The players
from the other team forecheck and take away the lanes. Players play
3v3.
Progression: Coach passes the puck to either line to decide who is
offense and defense. Players must react to pass to play offense or
defense appropriately. 

Key Points

D gain defensive side body position, move feet to play body on

body, protect the middle of the ice

F sprint to support puck carrier, be ready to go North as fast as

possible

Continuous Corner 2v2 8 mins
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